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**Introduction:** In a patient with bladder urothelial cancer that is not suitable for or does not choose curative treatment, intractable hematuria is a disastrous condition. In this article, we tried to review the literature and extract a stepwise approach for palliative treatment of hematuria in these patients.

**Materials and Methods:** The MEDLINE was searched with the help of the Medical Subject Headings system using different combinations of terms urinary bladder neoplasm, hematuria, carboprost, cyclophosphamide, cystitis, alum, and hyperbaric oxygenation. The articles were separately reviewed by the two authors and verified by each other. Eventually, a decision tree was developed for management of gross hematuria in patients with bladder cancer.

**Results:** Although, there was not any reported randomized controlled trial or prospectively designed study, the available case series were rather expressive to draw out a logical approach. Formalin has a grave adverse effect profile and is recommended only in special circumstances. For management of each case of gross hematuria in bladder cancer, the etiology of bleeding is the most important determinant.

**Conclusion:** Hematuria in the context of advanced bladder neoplasms can now be effectively treated with fewer side effects using all available modalities in a logical holistic approach. We proposed a decision tree for management of hematuria in this context. However, regarding lack of well-designed trials, a treatment method should be based on individualized scenarios and clinical experience, bringing into account the patient’s preferences.

**INTRODUCTION**
A patient is considered for palliative care when he or she is not a candidate for any form of curative treatment or does not wish to accept the related morbidity. Palliative care might be needed in patients with advanced bladder cancer who suffer from gross hematuria. Gross hematuria in the context of bladder cancer may have a host of etiologies. The probable causes can be sloughing tumoral mass, radiation cystitis, cyclophosphamide-induced hemorrhagic cystitis (CIHC), and also other sources of bleeding such as the prostate. In a patient who is a candidate for palliative care and unfit in the curative treatment criteria, intractable hematuria can be a disastrous condition. Associated conditions such as already present or impending obstructive azotemia may require simultaneous treatment. In this...
article, we tried to collect all available data in the literature concerning this condition, and then, to develop a logical diagram out of the available data, regarding the pitfalls of a lack of randomized controlled trials.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The systematic review of the literature was performed in January 2008 through searching the MEDLINE. We employed a search strategy using a combination of the Medical Subject Headings of *urinary bladder neoplasm* and *hematuria; carboprost and hematuria; cyclophosphamide and cystitis and alum; and cyclophosphamide and cystitis and hyperbaric oxygenation*. The latter three were completed to cover those aspects of CIHC in the setting of other malignancies and the benign conditions. The first one was planned to perform the most sensitive search including all aspects of hematuria in bladder cancer. Initially, 763 results were retrieved, of which 92 were selected and reviewed by 2 urologists. The selected articles were those concerning palliative treatment of gross hematuria in the background of either bladder cancer or radiation cystitis, and also the application of carboprost, alum, or hyperbaric oxygenation in CIHC in the background of any other malignancies or even benign conditions, for instance, Wegener granulomatosis. The term *palliative* was formally used for that group of patients who were not suitable for curative treatment, but temporized with a better quality of life. The search was limited to only humans. No date or language limitations were employed. The two urologists reviewed the full texts and extracted the data and each verified the accuracy of the data extracted by the other. No randomized clinical trials were found among the articles. Regarding the lack of high-quality studies and also expert recommendations surrounding all treatment modalities and situations, a tree diagram for making a logical decision was developed by the authors.

**RESULTS**

The most widely used modalities for treatment of gross hematuria due to bladder cancer were arterial occlusion, intravesical formalin instillation, intravesical alum instillation, hyperbaric oxygenation, urinary diversion, chemoradiation, and intravesical carboprost instillation. Here, we orderly discuss the obtained results for each modality through the aforesaid comprehensive search strategy.

**Arterial Occlusion**

There were 7 studies, in total, about arterial occlusion for treatment of intractable hematuria, 2 of which were case reports and the rest were case series. In all of the studies, endovascular techniques had been used, except for one in which endovascular technique had been compared to open ligation retrospectively. In 1 case report, superselective endovascular technique had been used. The full text of a Russian article was not available. Overall, arterial occlusion had been performed in 34 patients in different studies. In one study, the technique had been debated with no follow-up except for 2 of the patients. Of 32 patients with follow-up information, 29 had responded completely, defined as complete cessation of gross hematuria. Another patient had responded with less transfusion requirements. The etiologies were heterogeneous including sloughing tumoral mass, radiation cystitis, and of the prostate origin. These figures showed a more than 90% rate of response. Despite the lack of homogenous well-designed studies, acceptable response rate could be expected.

**Formalin Instillation**

There were 5 studies concerning hematuria treatment with formalin instillation in the literature. All of them were case series, and formalin instillation had been performed in a total of 61 patients due to an intractable hematuria in the context of bladder cancer. A 10% solution had been used for irrigatation for a period of about 5 to 30 minutes, except in one study, in which a 1% solution had been used instead, but we could not find a full text of the article. The data of 3 patients were not available. Fifty-two of 58 patients had responded with complete disappearance of gross hematuria and another
one had a decrease in the amount of the required transfusion. Two similar studies had debated the prevalence and the significance of complications. Of 24 patients in these two studies, 10 died ultimately of kidney failure, 9 developed bladder capacities below 100 mL, 2 had retroperitoneal fibrosis, 3 had incontinence, 4 had severe lower urinary tract symptoms, and 11 died within 3 to 4 months after the treatment or before arresting the hemorrhage. Regarding these data, a severe toxicity and morbidity could be attributed to formalin instillation with the 10% solution. The 1% solution had been studied even less.

Alum Instillation
There was only 1 case series concerning alum instillation in the context of bladder cancer in this search, with 15 recruited patients. A 66% rate of complete response and a 15% rate of partial response had been reported. There was another case report of a death after alum instillation in a patient with chronic kidney failure, and a case report of a tuberculosis-like reaction and retroperitoneal fibrosis. There were also a case series of 4 patients with CIHC and concomitant renal insufficiency, in the setting of a blood malignancy who suffered aluminum encephalopathy after intravesical alum instillation. Nonetheless, alum instillation seemed to be effective in both radiation cystitis and sloughing tumoral mass.

Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy
In 3 case series, 108 patients had been recruited, all with radiation cystitis. At least, 20 sessions of 100% oxygen had been completed, with a pressure of 3 bars, each lasting for 90 minutes. Overall, 92 patients had responded with the complete cessation of their gross hematuria that establishes an 85% success rate. The treatment seems to have no adverse effect; however, economical disadvantages and the need for multiple treatment sessions are the major concerns.

Intravesical Carboprost Tromethamine Instillation
Five articles were found in literature concerning carboprost (prostaglandin F2 alpha) instillation in the setting of hematuria. There were 2 case series recruiting 18 and 4 patients, respectively, with different protocols; however, the majority of them had received 0.4 mg/dL to 1.0 mg/dL of carboprost tromethamine for 2 hours, 4 times per day, alternating with continuous saline bladder irrigation for 2 hours, during 4 to 5 days. Both of these case series included CIHC and the only 2 studies concerning radiotherapy-induced cystitis were case reports. In 2 case series, 12 of 22 patients had responded completely, of whom 5 patients had required multiple courses of treatment to establish a success rate of 54%, and 8 of 22 patients had responded with decreased transfusion requirement, establishing a success rate of 36% for partial response. With the exception of a bladder spasm, no other side effects had been reported in those studies.

Urinary Diversion
Urinary diversion excludes the bladder from the urinary tract, making it a relatively closed system with internal blood tamponade and preventing further blood loss. It also averts continuous contact of the fragile hemorrhagic mucosa of the bladder with urine urokinase. Moreover, it makes the bladder amenable to other treatment modalities such as formalin instillation that otherwise encounter with cumbersome complications, namely, bladder contracture and ureteral fibrosis. There was only 1 study recruiting 16 patients with heterogeneous etiologies. Eleven patients had responded with complete cessation of hematuria and 3 patients had experienced decreased transfusion requirements, establishing a response rate of 87%.

Chemoradiation
In 1 study, 7 people with either hematuria or progressive azotemia had been recruited, all of whom had responded to palliative doses of radiation. Although the studies in this regard seemed even more scarce, it was logical that reducing the tumor mass would lead to a decrease in hematuria; however, the side effects of chemoradiation might provide further reasons for a new cascade of hematuria. Nevertheless, hematuria induced by radiation or alkylating
agents treatable by other measures is similarly debated.

**Palliative Cystectomy**

Many of the patients who were chosen for palliative care were those presumptively believed surgically unsuitable for cystectomy. The point was that those patients were the cases in whom achieving a negative surgical margin or a tumor-free state was difficult or impossible. Some of those patients might be suitable for palliative cystectomy, or probably, we had to accept the difficulties and complications because of the disastrous consequences of the tumor. In this search, we found 1 study by Zebic and colleagues, published in 2005, in which 53 patients had been recruited for cystectomy, 6 of whom for a palliative goal. Two of the patients died early and the other 5 suffered grave complications. Nonetheless and as a last resort, palliative cystectomy might be inevitable. The concept of palliative cystectomy has changed recently with the advent of neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

**Treatment of Cyclophosphamide-induced Hemorrhagic Cystitis**

Cyclophosphamide-induced hemorrhagic cystitis occurs in 2% to 40% of patients treated with cyclophosphamide. Histologically, cyclophosphamide- and busulfan-induced bladder damage is similar to radiation cystitis. Therefore, it is thought that the same modalities effective in radiation cystitis might be effective in CIHC, too. There was 1 case series comprising of 5 patients with follow-up periods ranging from 5 to 10 months for CIHC, who had been treated with alum. Three patients responded with complete remission of hematuria. A similar case report has been published, as well. As previously mentioned, a case series of 4 patients with CIHC and renal insufficiency was available who had suffered from encephalopathy after alum instillation.

Concerning hyperbaric oxygenation as a treatment method for CIHC in humans, there were 6 case reports in the context of the ovarian cancer, peripheral stem cell transplantation, and Wegener granulomatosis. In addition, there were studies on hyperbaric oxygenation in rat and guinea pig models with CIHC. In some of the studies, a preventive effect for hyperbaric oxygenation was denied and a healing-promoting effect was confirmed. In some other studies, a preventive and therapeutic effect was confirmed in conjunction with mesna.

**DISCUSSION**

Intractable hematuria in the context of bladder cancer is a rather disastrous condition. Candidates for curative treatment are planned for an immediate treatment to be unburdened of both hematuria and cancer at the same time. Those not suitable for curative treatment still have to face the diverse aspects of hematuria. A host of etiologies for hematuria in these cases could be logically speculated. Sloughing tumoral mass and the side effects of treatment, such as radiation cystitis and CIHC are of potential causes. There may also be other sources of bleeding such as the prostate or simultaneous ureteropelvic cancer. The most debated modalities for treatment of this condition are: arterial occlusion (either endovascular selective or superselective and the open technique), intravesical formalin instillation, intravesical alum instillation, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and intravesical carboprost instillation (prostaglandin F2 alpha) in CIHC. In cases of sloughing tumoral mass, palliative-dose radiation has been proposed, too. No randomized controlled trial or well-designed prospective studies on this subject were found in this review, presumably because of the relative rarity of the occasion or urologists’ focus on curative strategies of bladder cancer. Furthermore, no comprehensive review was found covering all modalities and aspects of treatment in the literature. Nevertheless, the available data seemed guiding to a logical deduction determining a step-by-step approach to these patients.

Arterial occlusion seems a modality coping with all etiologies with a response rate of about 90%. The endovascular technique is a less-invasive method with minimal complications in both selective and superselective approaches. The open technique can be applied when other
concomitant problems (eg, azotemia) is needed to be treated with urinary diversion either with an ileal conduit or bilateral cutaneous ureterostomy. This is what is called “a combined approach” or “bladder urovascular segregation” which also makes the bladder amenable to further otherwise aggressive treatment, namely intravesical formalin instillation. This approach is a way to evade the more morbid treatment of palliative cystectomy. Formalin instillation seemed to result in a response rate of 90% with consecutive instillations; however, it is associated with roughly 100% rate of significant complications such as kidney failure, retroperitoneal fibrosis, considerable reduced bladder capacity, and severe lower urinary tract symptoms. In one study, a 1% solution was suggested instead of the usual 10% solution to reduce the complications, but we were unable to find the full text of the article. Overall, we do not recommend formalin instillation in case of the availability of other measures except in the following scenarios: (1) if a previous combined approach or urinary diversion has been used to evade the potential complications of formalin instillation; and (2) in cases of radiation cystitis if severe fibrosis of the bladder wall is already present and surgical handling of the abdomen is difficult and other measures have failed.

The articles concerning alum instillation comprised the etiologic spectrum of sloughing tumoral mass, radiation cystitis, and CIHC. The achieved response rate was around 80% with sparse reports of complications such as ureteral fibrosis and tuberculosis-like reactions. Yet, 6 cases of aluminum toxicity and death were reported, all harboring a component of renal insufficiency. Hence, in the cases of concomitant renal insufficiency, we recommend that using of alum instillation be avoided, and other effective measures be exploited instead. Otherwise, alum instillation seems a very effective and inexpensive method with the least morbidity.

Hyperbaric oxygenation has been reported to be effective in cases of radiation cystitis and CIHC. However, no reports of its application in the case of sloughing tumoral mass were available. Overall, 108 patients had been assigned for hyperbaric oxygenation with a response rate of 85%. All these patients had radiation cystitis. There were also 6 case reports on the patients with CIHC. The preventive role of hyperbaric oxygenation in cases of CIHC, with or without mesna, remains controversial in spite of promising studies on animals. However, this modality is not ubiquitous, and also it is expensive and needs at least 20 sessions of treatment. Carboprost was mainly used in cases of CIHC with a response rate of about 90%. Overall, 22 patients had undergone carboprost instillation, of whom 12 responded completely, 5 required multiple treatment courses, and 8 responded with decreased transfusion requirements. There were only 2 case reports of its usage in radiation cystitis; therefore, the evidence is too frail to recommend its usage in such circumstances, but considering the histological similarities of CIHC and radiation cystitis, its efficacy in cases of radiation cystitis seems likely.

Hyperbaric oxygenation and carboprost have not been used in cases of sloughing tumoral mass, but alum and formalin instillation have been shown effective in these circumstances. In only 1 study on 16 patients, urinary diversion was used with a response rate of 87%. Despite lack of extensive studies in this area, it looks practical because of two obvious advantages: (1) this procedure simultaneously treats present or imminent obstructive azotemia that is also a source of significant associated morbidity; and (2) the procedure leave us free to use other kinds of treatment modalities that are otherwise strongly morbid, ie, formalin instillation or extensive intravesical cautery.

Palliative cystectomy remains as the last resort to be considered. Although, by definition, achieving a free surgical margin with a curative intent may be impossible in most of these patients, a rough ablative procedure may be inevitable. However, in one study, cystectomy was a morbid and lethal procedure. We must keep in mind that many cases previously thought to be inoperable are now suitable candidates for the curative surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. In the only one available study, 7 patients underwent a radiotherapy session with a single dose of 1000
rad for either intractable hematuria or azotemia that yielded a good response rate. However, chemoradiation may cause a new cascade of events leading again to hematuria. Therefore, this method is particularly suitable when there are other indications for chemoradiation such as bothersome metastases.

Can We Have a Decision Tree With Present Knowledge?
Concerning the lack of well-designed controlled studies comparing the efficacy of the available modalities for treatment of hematuria in bladder cancer, our choices can be prioritized with respect to the adverse effects, expenses, and usages reported in the literature. Among the modalities alum instillation seemed the least expensive and the most innocuous, subject to taking precautions in cases of renal insufficiency. As mentioned, alum has been used in cases of sloughing tumoral mass, radiation cystitis, and CIHC. Hyperbaric oxygenation, on the other hand, has not been used in cases of sloughing tumoral mass. This modality is expensive and needs multiple sessions. Moreover, concomitant problems in these cases, such as azotemia or urinary incontinence, may need to be addressed simultaneously with an open approach. If there is no such a concomitant problem, radiologic hypogastric artery occlusion seems the least invasive. Formalin instillation, though the first thought passing the minds of urologists encountering with such patients, has a grave adverse profile, and thus, should be considered as the last resort here. Nevertheless, when previous diversion has been done, many of these complications can inherently be avoided. Formalin instillation can also be used in an already fibrotic bladder after radiation with least additional side effects; however, the danger of bladder perforation and retroperitoneal fibrosis

Decision tree for therapeutic approach to intractable hematuria in advanced bladder malignancy.
†Combined approach includes simultaneous supravesical diversion and hypogastric artery ligation through a single inferior midline incision or laparoscopy.
is still present. In cases of radiation cystitis, open approaches are pushed to the end of the row, due to difficulties of open surgical technique and healing in these patients. In CIHC, carprofost instillation is an alternative worth to be considered. Collecting these data in a diagram, a decision tree can be developed despite the mentioned paucity of data in this regard (Figure).

Until stronger evidence in the form of well-designed randomized controlled trials are available, decision on a treatment method should be based on individualized scenarios and the clinical experience, also bringing into account the patients’ preferences. Nonetheless, on the way of decision-making process, the general health and also the consent of the patient should be strongly taken into consideration.

CONCLUSION
A single-modality approach to palliative treatment of hematuria in bladder cancer must be discarded now. In any specific case, the exact etiology of bleeding is the most important determinant. Comorbidities are other significant factors in making a decision. Formalin should no longer be universally used except in those cases with previous urinary diversion or failed combined approach. Alum should not—if ever—be used in patients with renal insufficiency. Hyperbaric oxygenation has not been used in patients with sloughing tumoral mass yet. Present or imminent azotemia is a strong determinant and must be taken into consideration for a holistic approach. We hope with the proposed decision tree, fewer persons fall in the category of more morbid treatment options and are benefited with a better quality of life.
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